Non-linear Wiener-Hopf theory, 1: an appetizer by David Williams The first use of non-linear Wiener-Hopf theory occurred in Neveu's very important paper (Neveu, 1987) which was further developed in (Kaj &#x26; Salminen, 1993) . See also (Jansons &#x26; Rogers, 1992) for further probabilistic insight.
In case the Reader thinks that Section 2 is just too bizarre, I emphasize that the method gives useful information on integral curves for dynamical systems of which (4.1 ) is the simplest possible case. 9s'(t) '_ = 3~T
hen, g(u + t) = g(n)g(t)~ g(t) = g = Gg(t)~ The symmetry of (4.1) shows that, with obvious notation relating to the -Universe, the curve x = H-(y) (0 y 1) is also an integral curve for the system (4.1), and it links the top and bottom edges of the unit square. Any point at which the two 'probabilistic' curves y = H+(x) and x = H-(y) cross within the unit square must be an equilibrium point of the system (4.1). But, of course, more is true: if these curves do cross, they dominate the topology of the system (4.1). r+=0.4,r-=0.4. r+=1, r_=1.
